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At night, take one of your civilians with you and go in search of items in unique locations that will help you stay alive. Throughout your
journey you will be accompanied by monsters - fearless opponents in the form of orcs, goblins, trolls and others. Game features: â€¢ A
complete set of legendary heroes, which will allow you not only to experience delightful emotions from the game, but also to make a worthy
ensemble of heroes so as not to be bored throughout the day! â€¢ Unique locations and a huge range of unique weapons! â€¢ Excellent
graphics that will not let you get bored on the road. You can feel like a real hero! â€¢ A well-designed and easy-to-use combat system that
will allow you to comfortably go through the endless path to the glory of the hero! Ð²Ð‚Ñž Support for the Russian language - try the new
mode - the classic sword fight! â€¢ Presenting an original story, with intriguing twists and turns that will give you a lot of great experiences!
â€¢ The latest technology and realistic puzzles that will not let you get bored!â€¢ Enemies as a selection - dispassionate, cold-blooded and
confident in their victory creatures! Features of Reaper's Cut: â€¢ All versions of the game in one edition! â€¢ Full set of legendary
characters! â€¢ New mode - classic sword fight! â€¢ Changes to the damage system so you can navigate the battlefield! â€¢ 4 different
sword fights and more! â€¢ Get the most out of every battle, even if it ends in defeat! Ð²Ð‚Ñž New game mechanics so that for each kill
you get an additional level! â€¢ Image quality optimization to enjoy realistic battles! â€¢ Game modes to choose from: classic and classic
sword fight! â€¢ Fun and realistic enemies! â€¢ More than 1000 items, new locations, more than 1000 unique items for every taste! â€¢
More than 300 costumes, more than 100 different mutations, a wide range of new skills and equipment! â€¢ The best collections of arcade
puzzles and boss battles! Ð²Ð‚Ñž New heroic companions, each of which can become your true friend! Ð²Ð‚Ñž Collectible sets that will
delight you for years to come!
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